
TWC Worship Ebb  

Continued... 

A New Breed of Warrior 

December 5th-January 13th  

 

Each year all of TWC moves into a worship ebb for several weeks of December 

and the first few weeks of January. This time embraces our value of ebb, or 

resting in Him, as we practice what He has placed in us.  

 

The ebb is a time for all of us to take a moment of pause and reflect on the 

milestones of this year.  It is a place to pull back into His heart, reflect on this 

year and look into the next year, and to consider what promises and permissions 

the coming year will hold for you and for The Warrior Class.  

  

Continue to pray: God is in the process of positioning people and communities 

across the body of Christ in this time. Pray about how to receive what God has 

for you. Pray about how that reflects in how God is positioning TWC through 

our training and intercession to support His Kingdom purposes. 

 

Your training: Consider if you are to set aside your training or spend time 

enjoying it to take you deeper or bring this module to completion. Ask the Lord 

what is best for your personal season of flow, ebb or transition. Consider what 

training you will step into next. Will you participate in specialty training of Intel 

Development (fall) or Champion Training (Summer 2018-Summer 2019)? What 

Advanced training will you step into once your Level Training is complete? 

 

Reflect on your TWC journey in 2018 and prepare for 2019. Take time to 

journal and capture your thoughts. Seek key scriptures for this coming season 

and ask God what aspect of your identity He will bring forward in this next year. 

Ask Him Who His will be for you. 
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Be refreshed and renewed: Breathe! Take a walk. Meet with friends. Soak in Him. Find a place or 

activity that brings refreshing to your heart, mind and soul. Consider how joy will remain and expand 

as part of your TWC journey and training. 

 

Connect: Connect with family and friends as we celebrate this season of joy for the birth of Jesus and 

anticipate the New Year. 

 

To allow space for the deeper reflections for all of us, we also take an administrative ebb.  Our 

coaches step into this reflective pause and allow the emails, calls and posts on Facebook to be set 

aside for when we step back into our normal flow. This means, as tempting as it may be, we ask you 

to refrain from posting on our Facebook page. You are always welcome to read through it and/or 

listen to calls you hoped to catch.  

 

As we head into 2019: A Time of Preparation 
 

What follows are three separate words.  
 

 A New Breed of Warrior – A word of the Lord for you 

 My Warriors, My Beloved – A word from the Lord for TWC 

 Warrior Giants – A word God highlighted from our first TWC Gathering that spurs us toward 

our next season. 
 

As you read these Prophetic words, you are welcome to reflect and go a little deeper in your time of 

refreshing and drawing close to God’s heart. Here are some questions to help in your combined processing 

for each of these Prophetic words: 
 

 What is the Lord highlighting in your heart as you read these Prophetic words? Highlight words, 

phrases, impressions that stand out to you. 

 As you narrow it down, what main three (specific) words in each Prophetic word seem to 

highlight and carry weight for you in 2019? Spend time with the Lord expanding and exploring 

each one. 

 What is the main identity statement you will walk in for the first part of next year? 

 What aspect(s) of God’s nature, permissions, treasures, skills or provision gained in 2018 will He 

activate in 2019? 

 Who will God be for you in 2019? (provider, healing, defender, captain of the host, etc.) 
 

Worship Ebb is your time to enjoy as God leads. If these words help you do that, then please spend time in 

them.  If you have other things the Lord would direct you toward, then please feel free to leave these on the 

back burner until we come back from Worship Ebb and He brings them back to your heart.  
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Today, I AM Calling up a New Breed of Warrior: 

 

This is a Warrior who knows how to rest in Me: A warrior who is steadfast in abiding in My heart and who rests 

in knowing that nothing, no thing, no circumstance or situation can pull you out of that place of intimate 

connection.   
 

Staying in My heart and carrying it forward to others requires fortitude, endurance, grit and determination to 

hold tight to who you are in Me. You have partnered with the Decisions That Define You/Us and the Values 

and Principles of TWC. These are carried out, day by day, in your journey with Me. They are there to give you a 

code of honor and focus to become the New Breed of Warrior I made you to be and become. 

 

Just as Jesus rests in My bosom, you are in Him. That means you are in Me. I Am the great I AM. I see you for 

who you are. I Am taking you to a place where I position you and give you vision to establish My Kingdom on 

earth.   
 

You are part of a tribe who will reignite My people. You will conquer performance and religious mindsets 

because you carry My love. You know how to turn striving into resting in Me. I will continue to teach you how 

to do these things in more expansive ways in your life. 
 

You know rest is a weapon and you learn how to fight with My fruit.  I Am teaching you how to fight with My 

love. My love is weapon. No force can come against it.  No man can turn it or stop it.  
 

My love is a flood. Feel love build momentum in your life. Feel My love as it draws the promises and provision 

from heaven to pour over you. I release the wave of My love in this season to crash upon the shore of your life. 

The wave will wash away what is not strongly secured and will bring what I carry in the depths of My heart to 

the earth. The time of flow is coming in 2019. 
 

Take the risk, Beloved Warrior.  Take the risk to “get your brave on” and let your yes, be a yes to Me. As a 

forerunner in a Tribe of forerunners, you will move into places I open up for this time and season.  You are a 

New Breed of Warrior and you are rising into what Warring for My love means in this season ahead, for you 

and on behalf of others. You will learn how to see risk as an opportunity for partnership with Me in 2019. 
 

2019 is at your doorstep…Who will I be for you?  What aspect of your identity will you learn to live out? Take 

the time now, Beloved, in this time of Worship Ebb to know what this season is for you and for Us. Come to 

Me and ask. Enter into a place of deep worship. Draw near and know I Am ready to pour out over you.  
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• It is time to take your place at the table. The 

time is now. Open your mouth and share the 

sound I placed within you with those around 

you. For many years I have held back your 

voice. I have asked you to wait, pray and 

release in the secret places of My heart. But, I 

created you to be a sound. This is a sound 

that, like Gideon’s trumpets, will cause 

confusion to the enemy camp. This chord will 

resound across the lands and seas. 

 

• You will continue in unity and learn how to 

fight the battles that take internal and external 

ground.  The power of who I Am speaks from 

the Secret Place of My heart. Go here, stay 

here, move from this place. You are learning 

to dwell in it.  
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To The Warrior Class for 2019:  

My Warriors, My Beloved.  

You, Warriors, are My Sons and 

Daughters.  
 

• I am calling you to rise up and walk on this 

earth. You will bring change. You carry shift. 

Although I also call others, you have a place in 

My plan and I will continue to develop and 

prepare you for what is to come. Be sensitive to 

My timing and how I desire to position you.  

 

• You are redefining intercession as you know it. 

The ripples of My Blueprints are spreading to 

the ends of the earth. Many lives will be 

touched through the key leaders I bring into 

your prayers. Many rarely reached people 

groups will know more of what life in Me is like 

and will put aside performance mindsets as I 

move through the Intercession and Intel you 

create.   

 

• You are a light and a sound. The time to release 

your light is now.  You are no longer hidden, 

but are revealed. As a city on a hill, the beacon 

of your light will shine forth. It is time to shine 

brightly. No more hiddenness.  

Take the risk to become who I say you are.  Take the opportunity I present before you.  

Tap into My creative nature and innovative heart. Discover your permissions. Explore them. Try 

them out. You will live, move and have you being from love.  You are My New Breed of Warriors 

and I stand with you as you become The Warrior Class. 
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“I come this day to expand the hearts of my warriors to a massive capacity. It is this increased capacity for Me, My 

Truth, and the keys of My Kingdom, that will empower you to challenge, collide, and overtake the enemy and his 

forces in your battlefields...It is this increased capacity that will empower you to challenge others to “run harder 

and run faster” after Me and My ways. It is this increased capacity of your heart that will allow more of My 

Presence and more of My power to abide within your spirit. You were made to be bigger, to hold more...to hold 

more of Me...you were made to be the spiritual giants of this generation.  
 

“I have called you to boldly occupy the space between two kingdoms, to run the race of supernatural 

empowerment, to handle with masterful skill the Sword of the Spirit. You were not made to know the ‘average’; 

you were made to know the ‘extraordinary’ in My Name.”  

 

“As My warrior giants I have called to run faster, harder, and longer...I have given you the expanded heart of the 

Overcomer. You are men and women of an overcoming spirit, who love to look at the field marked by man as 

impossible, and say ‘nothing is impossible with my God.’” 
 

“You have destiny racing through your veins, you have My supernatural empowerment pulsing though your 

arteries. Now My sons and daughters, step into this heightened space in the Spirit, this place of expanded 

supernatural capacity...occupy the field for Me...run fast, run hard, run long, for you have been called to 

greatness...You have been called to run the race of “Destiny” with the mantel of My Power and Presence upon 

you. You have been called to be My warrior giants...”  
 

Join us on Facebook on January 14th to continue our journey! 

  

 

Images may be subject to copyright 

Reflections: Warrior Giants  

Our deepest thanks to TWC member 

Codye Reystead for bringing her gifts & 

warrior passion. Codye created this painting 

and word at our first TWC gathering. 

They still hold true today. You can find 

prints of this painting for purchase at: 

www.Studio2911ministries.com  
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